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Ultrafast automation

Easy

No costly dedicated hardware

Standardized
FBD editor in accordance with IEC 61131

Inexpensive
Development in Automation Studio

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY
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Controller

900 µs

800 µs

700 µs

Classic

In the ultrafast lane
with reACTION technology

1000 µs Response time

I/O
Conventional approach
Response time depends on:

<
<
<
<
<

Network performance
Number of nodes in the network
Network traffic
CPU performance
CPU load

In a conventional control solution, each I/O signal must be sent
over the network to the central controller, where it is processed
and then returned to the I/O module.

1000 µs

600 µs

100 µs

500 µs

TECHNOLOGY

With reACTION technology, programs created in
the function block editor are executed directly on
I/O modules from the X20 and X67 series, eliminating data transmission and reducing response
times to as low as 1 microsecond.
In a conventional control solution, each I/O signal
must be sent over the network to the central controller, where it is processed and then returned to
the I/O module. Response times are therefore
heavily influenced by network performance, the

Ultrafast automation

300 µs

number of nodes on the network, controller performance and the load on the controller.
With reACTION technology, time-critical subprocesses are executed directly on the I/O module,
which removes these limiting factors from the response time equation. Yet although execution is
distributed, the software itself remains centralized – making programming just as straightforward as with a conventional control solutions.

200 µs

100 µs

1 µs

reACTION

reACTION

400 µs

1 µs
reACTION

Controller

I/O with reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

<
<
<
<
<
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Ultrafast I/O responses
For both low-end and high-end systems
Fully integrated
Open IEC 61131 technology
Centralized software management
Decentralized program execution

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

With reACTION technology, time-critical subprocesses are executed directly on the I/O module, which removes the limiting
factors of conventional control solutions from the response
time equation.

Ultrafast automation
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Your bonus package

Standard hardware and software

Virtually every industry has certain processes
where timing is especially critical, and where precise execution is essential to both product quality
and production output.

Microsecond execution of time-critical subprocesses is nothing new – at least not for those willing to make a steep investment in dedicated hardware, proprietary software and specialist
programmers. The extremely powerful controllers
that are needed come at a hefty cost, and problems interfacing with the main controller and development software for the overall process are not
uncommon.

Traditionally, the microsecond response times
demanded by these processes have required
complex, dedicated solutions – with an exorbitant
price tag to match. But not anymore. B&R's
reACTION technology now brings response times
down to one microsecond – simply and inexpensively – using standard hardware and software
components.

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<

Ultrafast
Simple
Standardized
Cost-effective
Flexible

reACTION technology is available in both X20 and
X67 I/O modules, as well as in X20 compact controllers.

B&R's X20 and X67 series. When it comes to integrating hardware, there is no difference between
standard modules and reACTION modules. The
same goes for the programming. Applications
featuring reACTION technology are developed in
the familiar Automation Studio environment, so
developers with prior experience working with
Automation Studio can implement reACTION solutions with no additional training.

reACTION technology, on the other hand, is based
entirely on standard I/O and control modules from

Ultrafast and inexpensive
Priced only slightly higher than B&R's standard
I/O modules, reACTION modules bring ultrafast
automation to a much broader range of machines
than ever before. Improved output and quality are
no longer unaffordable luxuries.

The reACTION module handles a portion of the
processing, relieving both the controller and the
network and in most cases allowing them to be
scaled down. Also in most cases,, the resulting
savings more than outweigh the added cost of
the reACTION modules.

IEC 61131 & modular development
An extensive library of IEC 61131 function blocks
is available in the standard Function Block

Ultrafast automation

Diagram editor. Modular software engineering
dramatically accelerates development projects.

Ultrafast automation
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IEC 61331
programming
Like all other control applications, a reACTION
program is developed in Automation Studio using
IEC 61131 function blocks. The reACTION program is
then assigned to one or more reACTION modules in
the module configuration.
Application data is stored centrally on the controller and transferred to the reACTION modules as
needed, where it is stored in remanent memory.
As an alternative to having one program permanently assigned to a module, it is also possible for
the controller to dynamically transfer and activate
a variety of reACTION programs – even during
runtime. A reACTION program can also be executed
directly on the CPU for simulation purposes – in
slow motion, so to speak.
As with regular I/O modules, cyclic data is transferred using data points, whose number and data
type can be set in the module configuration. With
cross-communication mapping, these cyclic data
points can be exchanged directly between
reACTION modules independently of the controller.
This also means that reACTION modules can just
as easily communicate directly with regular I/O
modules.

Highlights

<
<
<

One reACTION program for many modules
Many reACTION programs for a single
module
Possible to switch between programs at
runtime

Ultrafast automation

Function blocks

Logical

Arithmetic

Timing

<< AND
<< OR
<< XOR
<< NOT
<< Bit shifting
<< Bit2Byte
<< Byte2Bit

<< Addition
<< Subtraction
<< Absolute value
<< Multiplication
<< Division
<< Limits
<< Comparator

<< Time
<< Local time to

Inputs

Outputs

Advanced

<< Digital
<< Analog
<< AB counter
<< ABR counter

<< Digital
<< Digital with time

<< Multiplexer
<< Demultiplexer
<< PWM signal generator
<< Edge detection
<< SR Flip Flop
<< Pulse generator
<< Latch
<< Delay
<< Up/Down counter
<< Clock/Direction counter

comparator
<< Analog

Service

<< Cyclic data points
<< Reading internal variables
<< Cyclic data points to the controller
<< Writing internal variables

NetTime
<< NetTime to local time
<< Time comparator

Additional information
The list of function blocks is constantly growing, with new blocks available by upgrading the
firmware. Users can also develop their own custom function blocks from the reACTION library to
improve the clarity of complex programs.
Need a function block that is not listed here? Don't hesitate to ask!

Ultrafast automation
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Usage examples
FOOD & BEVERAGE
Application: Bottling
To guarantee high production quality and speed,
filling machine valves and analog sensors must
be synchronized in real time with an extremely
high degree of precision. With reACTION technology,
filling valves and flow sensors can be synchronized at an unbeatable resolution of 1 μs, which
allows filling machines to be set up with extremely low tolerances. Not only does this minimize
wasted raw materials, it also allows possible
delays – resulting from activation times, for
example – to be calculated automatically by the
system. reACTION technology maximizes product
quality – regardless of controller performance and
network settings.

METALWORKING
Advantages:
<< No expensive dedicated hardware for
controlling the filling process
<< Improved productivity and quality through
more precise filling
<< Product quality independent of controller's
processing power

PACKAGING
Application: Adhesive dosing
To produce high quality results, packaging
machines that work with cardboard and other
rigid materials must apply dots of adhesive in
extremely precise patterns on a moving target.
A machine that produces 600 blister packs per
minute has a synchronization time of less than a
millisecond. With reACTION technology, the dot
pattern can be synchronized to an encoder
position in under 200 nanoseconds.

Ultrafast automation

Application: CNC laser cutting
To increase productivity, modern CNC laser cutting
machines switch the laser on and off while in
motion. This must be performed with a high
degree of precision and tightly synchronized with
axis positioning. Delays between CNC position
setpoints and axis positions must also be compensated. The laser on/off cycles must be in the
microsecond range, while the switching times
themselves require precision in the nanosecond
range. In these types of applications, a reACTION
module can read setpoints and actual positions
directly from the drive. This saves the cost of an
external encoder, cuts back on wiring and also
reduces the load on the controller.

Advantages:
<< Product quality enhanced through delay
compensation in the nanosecond range
<< Increased productivity by switching laser on/
off while in motion
<< No costly additional hardware required

ENVIRONMENTAL
Advantages:
<< Higher production speeds
<< Improved product quality
<< Lower adhesive consumption

Application: Sorting
Modern sorting plants require extensive and flexible automation to ensure the throughput required
by the recycling industry. Precision and speed are
particularly crucial for tasks such as evaluating
sensors and controlling large pneumatic valve
lines. At extremely high sorting speeds, compensation for switching tolerances is also important.
reACTION technology can significantly boost the
throughput of sorting plants and improve the
quality of recycled materials.

Advantages:
<< Maximum flexibility
<< Extremely high output
<< No dedicated hardware required

Ultrafast automation
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Plastics
Application: Injection molding
High-speed signal processing and microsecond
control precision are vital factors in the plastics
processing industry. The precision with which an
injection molding machine is able to switch from
speed control to pressure control has a direct
impact on both product quality and the consumption of raw materials. With an extremely low
response time of one microsecond, reACTION
technology improves product quality while elevating performance with minimal dry cycle times.

Printing
Advantages:
<< Raw material savings
<< Reduced production costs
<< Minimal dry cycle times

Textiles
Application: Air weaving
Air weaving is one of the most productive weaving
methods. The weft thread is initially blown in and
then aerodynamically guided using relay nozzles.
These processes place very high demands on the
precision and speed of the application – demands
that can be mastered perfectly using reACTION
technology. Shorter switching times and
decreased dead volume considerably reduce the
quantity of compressed air consumed by the
main, relay and stretching nozzles. In other words,
reACTION technology reduces costs without
compromising quality.

Ultrafast automation

Application: Registration mark detection
During the printing process, reACTION technology
can be used to quickly read and measure marks
– registration marks or product identification
marks, for example – in the nanosecond range.
Post-processing of printed material becomes
faster and more precise, with less waste
produced during cutting, folding, stapling and
collating. In addition, by allowing for a smaller
trim, ink consumption is also reduced. And all of
this is possible without any expensive dedicated
hardware.

Advantages:
<< No expensive dedicated hardware required
<< Maximum product quality
<< Maximum machine productivity

Your industry:
Advantages:
<< Faster switching times
<< Increased productivity
<< Reduced air consumption

<< Woodworking
<< Pharmaceuticals
<< Semiconductors
<< ...

Ultrafast automation
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Function blocks

Turbo-charged safety technology
B&R is bringing ultrafast automation to new applications with the introduction of new SafeIO
modules featuring reACTION technology: the
X20SRT402, X20SRT806 and X20SRT842. With reACTION technology, time-critical subprocesses
are executed directly on the I/O modules, reducing response times by a factor of 100 or more
compared to conventional solutions.
Like all B&R SafeIO modules, these new modules
autonomously handle required safety mechanisms such as cyclic redundancy checks, execution
on two separate CPUs and more. The reACTION
modules for safety applications are certified up to
CAT 4 / PL e / SIL 3.
reACTION programs are created using IEC 61131
function blocks in the Automation Studio engineering environment. A reACTION program is assigned to an I/O module in the module configuration. The next time SafeDESIGNER is opened for
safety modules, the reACTION program is imported
and a CRC check value attached to protect it

Ultrafast automation

against changes. The reACTION program thus becomes an integral part of the SafeDESIGNER application saved to the SafeLOGIC controller when the
project is downloaded.
For safety applications, SafeIO modules with reACTION technology offer best-in-class performance values and an outstanding range of functions.
The technical limitations compared to standard
reACTION modules are necessary due to the special requirements of safety applications.

Logical

Advanced

<< AND
<< OR
<< XOR
<< NOT

<< Edge detection
<< SR Flip Flop
<< Pulse generator

Inputs

Outputs

<< Digital

<< Digital

Service

<< Cyclic data points
<< Cyclic data points on the controller

Highlights

<
<
<

Up to SIL 3 / PL e / CAT 4
Safety response times of 100 µs
Same reACTION program for safety and
standard applications

Additional information
The list of function blocks is constantly growing, with new blocks available by upgrading the
firmware.
Need a function block that is not listed here? Don't hesitate to ask!

Ultrafast automation
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reACTION I/O modules

reACTION I/O-modules
System
Module type

X20 RT 8001

X20 RT 8201

X20 RT 8202

X20 RT 8401

X20

X20

X20

X20

Digital module
Single-width

Digital/Analog module
Double-width

Digital/Analog module
Double-width

Digital/Analog module
Double-width

4x
24 VDC, <2 µs
Configurable software filter

4x
24 VDC, <2 µs
Configurable software filter

4x
24 VDC, <2 µs

4x
24 VDC, <2 µs

4x
24 VDC, 0,1 A, <2 µs

4x
24 VDC, 0,1 A, <2 µs

4x
24 VDC, 0,1 A, <2 µs

4x
24 VDC, 0,1 A, <2 µs

Analog inputs

-

2x
±10 V, 12 Bit, <3 µs
Configurable software filter

-

1x
±10 V, 12 Bit, 5 µs
Configurable software filter

Analog outputs

-

-

2x
±10 V, 12 Bit, 2,5 µs

1x
±10 V, 12 Bit, 2,5 µs

Digital inputs

Digital inputs/outputs

Technology

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

Extremely fast I/O for extremely fast response times: μs values refer to physical conversion times.

Ultrafast automation
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reACTION I/O-modules
System
Module type

X20 SRT 402

X20 SRT 806

X20 SRT 842

X67 BC 81RT.L12

X20 SafeIO

X20 SafeIO

X20 SafeIO

X67

Digital module
Double-width

Digital module
Double-width

Digital module
Double-width

POWERLINK bus controller
M12 - High density module
2x
24 VDC, <2 µs
Configurable software filter

4x
24 VDC,
Configurable software filter

8x
24 VDC,
Configurable software filter

8x
24 VDC,
Configurable software filter

2x
24 VDC, 0,2 A

6x
24 VDC, 0,2 A

4x 24 VDC, 3,0 A
2x 24 VDC, 50 mA

2x
24 VDC, 0,4 A, <2 µs

Analog inputs

-

-

-

2x
±10 V, 12 Bit, <3 µs
Configurable software filter

Analog outputs

-

-

-

1x
±10 V, 12 Bit, <3 µs

Digital inputs

Digital inputs/outputs

Technology

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

3x
5 VDC , <2 µs
Configurable software filter

reACTION
TECHNOLOGY

Extremely fast I/O for extremely fast response times: μs values refer to physical conversion times.

Ultrafast automation
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Compact X20 controllers
with integrated I/O

Integrated flash drive
Up to 2 GB of internal flash
memory
Up to 32 kB of NV RAM

Best-of-class performance
x86 processor
Up to 256 MB RAM
2 performance classes

Totally maintenance-free
No fans
No batteries
Battery-backed real-time clock

reACTION

Flexible IF slot
X20 interface slot
For all X20 fieldbus modules

Local expansion
Complete X20 product range
Up to 250 I/O modules
Connected directly or at distances
up to 100 m

TECHNOLOGY

B&R's compact controllers offer an optimal price/
performance ratio for small to mid-sized applications. These controllers feature integrated I/O,
and – as with all B&R controllers – additional I/O
modules can be added locally to the rack or connected remotely via cables. Compact controllers
are available with integrated reACTION technology,
making it possible to achieve ultrafast response
times and reduce the load on the CPU.

Integrated I/O
32 digital and analog channels
Integrated functions
e.g. ABR, PWM or pulse direction

These compact controllers come standard with 32
built-in digital and analog I/O channels and an
x86 processor. Integrated POWERLINK, standard
Ethernet, CAN, RS232 and USB interfaces are also
available. The flexible interface slot allows additional interfaces to be added if needed.

reACTION technology
Ultrafast I/O response times
Greatly reduced CPU load
For all onboard I/O

Highlights

<
<
<
<
<

Cycle times down to 1 ms
I/O response times down to 1 µs
From simple machines to complex CNC
applications
Fully compatible with the B&R system
environment
Full scalability without limitations

Ultrafast automation

Standard Ethernet
10/100 Mbit/s
For higher-level communication
e.g. with OPC UA

POWERLINK
For remote connection of
I/O modules, axes and safety
equipment with total freedom
topology design freedom

USB 2.0
For program/system updates
Freely available for application
and Technology Guarding

Integrated interfaces
Serial interface: RS232
Field device interface: CAN

Ultrafast automation
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Optimize your system

B&R offers an extensive range of
products for delivering integrated
automation solutions.
For a complete overview of all B&R
system components, visit www.
br-automation.com.

Box PCs / Panel PCs

Automation Panels

HMI terminals

Power Panels

Scalable PLC platform

<< Automation PC 910 / Panel PC 900
<< Powerful Intel Core i3/i5/i7 processors
<< Fanless operation
<< Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Embedded,

<< Automation Panel 900
<< Widescreen from 7" to 24" Full HD
<< 4:3 from 12.1" XGA to 19" SXGA
<< Projected capacitive multi-touch

<< Power Panel C-Series
<< Control and HMI in a single device
<< Easy programming in IEC 61131-3,

<< X20 controller
<< Easy programming in IEC 61131-3,

<< Direct fieldbus connection

CFC, ANSI C, C++, PLCopen
<< 5.7" to 10.1"
<< Widescreen and 4:3
<< Open communication (FTP, VNC, OPC,
web server, POWERLINK)

<< Open fieldbus options (POWERLINK, CANopen,

<< Hygienic design (IP69K)
<< Swing arm or cabinet mounting
<< Remote operation up to 100 m with SDL3

<< Power Panel T-Series
<< Portrait and landscape
<< 4.3" to 10.1"
<< Widescreen and 4:3
<< Integrated VNC terminal and web client
<< Compact, fanless and maintenance-free
<< IP65 protection
<< Daisy chain connections

Frequency inverters

Modular I/O system

IP67 I/O system

Safe control platform

Safe I/O system

Safe motion control

<< ACOPOSinverter
<< Power range from 180 W to 500 kW
<< Complete integration into overall system
<< Automatic parameter download
<< Integrated safety functions (STO, SLS, SS1)

<< X20 I/O
<< Open for all fieldbus systems
<< Removable terminal blocks
<< Hot-pluggable
<< Unequaled component density: 16 channels

<< X67 I/O
<< Open for all fieldbus systems
<< Seamless integration
<< Excellent EMC properties
<< Diagnostics via PLC program and

<< SafeLOGIC
<< Safety in accordance with CAT 4 / PL e / SIL 3
<< PLCopen-certified function blocks
<< Virtual wiring
<< Management of machine options
<< Easy IEC 61131 programming
<< Openness through openSAFETY
<< Integrated diagnostics

<< X20 SafeIO / X67 SafeIO
<< Digital inputs/outputs
<< Relay outputs
<< Analog inputs
<< Temperature inputs
<< Use of I/O data in both standard

<< SafeMOTION
<< Fastest reaction times
<< STO, STO1, SBC, SOS, SS1, SS2, SLS, SDI, SLI,

Linux, real-time

<< Uncompromising quality for
many years of operation

in just 12.5 mm

<< No-risk hardware replacement due to central-

and analog resistive single-touch

web interface

<< Simple cabling

ized management of firmware/configurations

and safe applications

CFC, ANSI C, C++, PLCopen
DeviceNet, PROFIBUS, PROFINET, etc.)

<< Intel Atom performance
<< Fanless and maintenance-free
<< Integrated CNC and robotics

SMS, SLP, SMP, Safe Homing, SBT, SafeROBOTICS

<< Safety in accordance with CAT 4 / PL e / SIL 3
<< Network-based safety technology
<< Safe parameter transfers with SafeLOGIC

<< Safety in accordance with CAT 4 / PL e / SIL 3

Technology Solutions

IP20 motion control

IP65 motion control

CNC / Robotics

Motors / Gears

Mobile automation

<< Integrated closed-loop control
<< Hydraulics, temperature, winders, printing
<< Profile generators, controllers,

<< ACOPOS / ACOPOSmulti / ACOPOSmicro
<< Power range from 500 W to 120 kW
<< Regeneration-capable and energy-saving
<< Integrated drive sizing
<< Easy programming with standardized

<< ACOPOSmotor/ACOPOSremote
<< Seamless integration in the ACOPOSmulti

<< Generic Motion Control
<< CNC functions for all technologies
<< Ready-to-use robotics solutions
<< Any kinematic transformations
<< Motion profiles optimized for power con-

<< Power range up to 140 kW
<< Synchronous motors, stepper motors, direct

<< MA170 system
<< Modular control and I/O system
<< Extremely robust housing and hardware
<< -40 to +85°C temperature

system identification, autotuning
<< Virtual sensors
<< Simulation models
<< Model Predictive Control (MPC),
Advanced Process Control (APC)

Ultrafast automation

PLCopen function blocks
<< Maximum dynamics and precision with a
perfectly orchestrated complete system

drive system

<< Integrated safety technology and SafeMOTION
<< High continuous power up to 4 kW
<< Integrated drive sizing
<< Easy programming with standardized
PLCopen function blocks

sumption and timing
<< Support for servos, steppers and hydraulics
<< Interpretation of NC dialects

drives

<< Direct gearbox mounting
<< Integrated diagnostics down to the motor
<< Integrated sizing with Speed Torque Chart
<< Embedded parameter chip

range (housing surface)

<< 8 to 32 VDC power supply
<< Extreme shock and vibration resistance
<< POWERLINK & CANopen

Ultrafast automation
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